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ATLANTA and SAN FRANCISCO, July 16, 2013 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- IPAR, LLC has retained Adapt IP Ventures, LLC

to monetize their Content Detection and Filtering Patent Portfolio. The Patent Portfolio covers the next generation of

content filtering, specifically by targeting word offensiveness across any textual source of information. IPAR's Patent

Portfolio leverages a mathematical--based approach to filtering out the creative ways in which online users convey

profanity and vulgarity. Additionally, IPAR is offering numerous patent applications related to interactive TV, OTT and

video delivery, advertising and search. Adapt IP Ventures will be contacting numerous potential buyers with the

opportunity to acquire this Patent Portfolio.

Jeffrey Brandstetter, CEO of IndiePlaya, LLC and legal counsel for IPAR, believes that "cracking the code to profitable

'long tail' distribution of film, video and other rich media requires innovative solutions that empower content providers.

This portfolio offers that and more, and we believe that now is the time to take this to market."

Key Characteristics of the Patent Portfolio:

"As a parent, I am critically focused on protecting my children from viewing troubling content, and the concepts disclosed

in this patent portfolio will help accomplish that goal," stated Grant Moss, CEO of Adapt IP Ventures. "We were fortunate

to have the opportunity to market such a diverse patent portfolio that has considerable value in both its issued and

pending patents."

Companies interested in obtaining more information about the IPAR Patent Portfolio should contact Grant Moss of Adapt

IP Ventures.

About Adapt IP Ventures, LLC

Adapt IP Ventures is a patent brokerage firm that provides transaction advisory services designed to assist innovative

firms understand and extract value from their patents. Typical engagements consist of Adapt IP Ventures developing and

executing custom strategies to build, sell, license and evaluate patents. www.adaptipventures.com
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Ads

 Developed to solve practical problems related to online media distribution and marketing.

 Offering can be split into numerous portfolios, thus addressing the specific needs of a variety of potential partners.

 Potential market applications range broadly from social networking, CRM, content review, gaming, message boards,

location-based filtering and other text-based content, interactive TV, OTT and video delivery, advertising and search.
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